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Unplugged life common in Europe

BRETT IRWIN Unplugged lifestyle

LONDON, Spain — The UCF campus-wide movement to unplug has reached a new stage. Students and faculty are no longer just turning their cell phones off during dinner; they are also unplugging from the world of technology by not using computers or technology to communicate. This movement has gained momentum as people become more aware of the negative effects of technology on their lives. The movement is called the “unplugged” lifestyle, and it involves disconnecting from the internet and social media.

“The unplugged lifestyle is about reconnecting with the world around us and focusing on the present moment,” said one student. “When we are constantly plugged into technology, we lose touch with the people and experiences that are right in front of us.”

Many students have reported feeling more present and connected to their surroundings when they unplug. Some have even found new hobbies or interests they never knew they had. "I never realized how much I love playing the guitar until I unplugged and gave it a try," said another student.

However, not everyone is on board with the unplugging movement. Some argue that technology is essential for communication and productivity. Others believe that the benefits of unplugging are overrated.

“I think it’s a waste of time to completely disconnect from technology,” said a professor. “We need to find a balance between using technology to enhance our lives and not letting it control us.”

 nevertheless, the movement to unplug continues to grow, with more and more students and faculty joining the cause. The ultimate goal is to create a more connected and mindful community, one where people can enjoy the present moment without the constant distraction of technology.
Bodies require healthy eating

MORGAN MILLER

Spring break is over and it’s back to the daily monotonous of schoolwork, jobs, and yes, working out. Many students around campus have allowed spring break to be their vacation and now that it’s over they have to go back to work. Many need to realize that spring break is over and it’s time to get back to schoolwork and working out. Spring break is a time when you can catch a couple of states on the beach, then come back and get fit again, but with spring break already over with summer rolls around the corner, the weight and Wellness Center director Jeff Sroufwater is right to be worrying about getting kids on track again.

You can’t just start and stop, it has to be a continuous process. Sroufwater said, in a workshop Thursday right, Sroufwater outlined some tips for getting fit and staying the way.

Where does the best place to do it for you? If you’re looking to lose your weight, there are ways, “You want to make sure it fits into your lifestyle. Some people who do it is extremely important. Sroufwater explained that diet is a very big part of your life.”

The diet also stressed the need to eat the right foods groups from your main source: protein, carbohy­ dration and fat. For every 100 calories you eat, you have to burn as well. Try to stay away from red meats, which are red, as white breads or sugars, or even nuts. Sroufwater also stressed that if you’re hungry, then by all means, eat what you’re eating and how you’re eating it.

The diet also stressed the need to eat the right foods groups from your main source: protein, carbohy­ dration and fat. For every 100 calories you eat, you have to burn as well. Try to stay away from red meats, which are red, as white breads or sugars, or even nuts. Sroufwater also stressed that if you’re hungry, then by all means, eat what you’re eating and how you’re eating it.

Sroufwater encouraged, “Watch what you eat out.” She said, “You eat what it says at last.”

Diet isn’t going to make the pounds melt, however. Sroufwater says, “Nothing happening to get the place of work­ ing out. nutrition is the key to that.”

With a new year on the horizon, many are thinking of new things that they want to do every day to be a healthier person.

Fruits and vegetables are very important for maintaining a healthy lifestyle. Many want to lose weight and improve their health, but they don’t know where to start. Sroufwater recommended that you start drinking plenty of water. Sroufwater also suggested that you start doing your workout routine and adding resistance to your changes.

Healthy snack options:
- High fiber crackers
- Granola snack bars
- Peanut butter sandwich
- Granola covered with 200 calories or less
- Jerky with 200 calories or less
- Nutritional bars with 200 calories or less
- Healthy beverages
- Fresh juice
- Water

For the guys out there looking to build up, Sroufwater says to start adding protein to your diet along with the right workout. You can’t cut out the after- workout recovery — you still have to do it every day to see the results. You should only also work out when you’re feeling good to make sure that you’re not just forcing yourself, you’re only hurting yourself.

Many have the “all-or-null” mentality. Some exercise is always better than none. If you go from the gym twice a week, it’s a better culture than not going when you do find the time to workout, try again. People who work out earlier in the day tend to stay with their routines and it also gives you an edge on the rest of the day.

Focus on the non-weight relates aspects. If you have a club, you want to have a club, you want to strive for a fit- ness center. The health and Wellness Center dietitian and Wellness Center director Jeff Sroufwater is right to be worrying about getting kids on track again. The American Cancer Society is looking for people to come to get information about cancer, the organization, and the services that they may be able to offer.

Throughout April, the UCF Women’s Center and the Wellness Center are working together on a new exhibit on display throughout the month of the library. Call 407-823-2976 or e-mail lgbt@ucf.edu for more information.

At 2:12 a.m. on March 19, Cunningham was in the traffic jam at about 11 p.m. at the Entrance to the gymnasium. The police officer, Robert Lupo, checked the ID of to place the handcuffs on her, yelling at him, saying the police were there.

Cunningham with a suspended license, but Cornwell was told that if he were found again, he would be suspended on Collier’s license had been lying again until summer rolls around. Cunningham already talked with the police. “I’ll be back, no need to worry.”

Hair is one of the things that you need to keep in mind when you’re trying to lose weight. Hair must be clean and dry. To help you with Tradition - http://www.servicelearning.u vie for juried scholarship p.m. to 5 p.m. today in the survivor who fought in Israel’s .Plants at the exhibit will be displayed on .
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Expect hilarity to ensue April 7

the Nut Fest 2004, which includes the MTV Campus Invasion Tour, and the Knight of Comedy.
Ferrante explained the con-
cept with the MTV Campus Invasion Tour: "The... is difficult to produce," he said. "A couple of last minute hiccups... is looking at both shows simultaneously so that they could "take our best option."
Nut Fest 2004 will occur April 8 and will feature daily daytime events

and during the evening attraction.

Awards, as well as Ims Bubts. The concert will occur at the

building, behind the Student Union. Nut Fest 2004 will be free to UCF stu-
dents with a valid student ID. Knight of Comedy lu-
ghts us investigating our options," Ferrante said that his office never cancelled the contract with MTV but was sim-
ply looking at both shows simulta-

April 7 at the UCF Arena. The show will feature Phill Mebane and include

Nick Howard. Mebane has toured as part of Comedy Cen-
tral Live with Dave Attell. The show is free to UCF students with ID, though a limited number of tickets will be avail-
able for purchase for $30.
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Saturday, April 24, 2004 • 10 a.m. until 7:00 p.m.
CITRUS & CELERY COOK-OFF at 12 Noon in front of City Hall

Waterford Lakes Dental
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Oral Exam
All necessary X-ray’s
Cleaning (prophylaxis)
BLEACHING IS FREE!

(available)
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After
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(Not valid with any other offer or insurance, New patients only.)
... having a fever, I thought the picture was worth more than 1,000 words. I asked if you could call the friend and go out for a pizza. Like other European students, American students live in a city where it’s much easier to find a friend’s house and well in person rather than find an Internet cafe and send them an instant message. Asked if the Internet would be more popular if schools had wireless connection available, she said, “What's wireless?”

Language professor Santiago Gallegos believes that there is in the same amount of noise available in Europe as in the United States, but Americans just use the technology more. Students have come to rely on the Internet, especially Americans, I definitely have seen an increase in the past few years. The European Commission reports that Europeans are more passive users of the Internet than Americans. American students generally stay online for 30 minutes at a time, compared to Europeans who use it 3-5 minutes at a time.

Irish management student Ruth O’Toole said she always learns what the Americans get online, because the connection slows down. “Around 5 p.m., toward the end of the American work day, people get online, our connections slow down so much,” she said. Sometimes I get so frustrated that I just turn it off.”

Although Europeans generally are more passive than Americans when it comes to lacking Internet access, there is one technology advancement they just can’t do without — cell phones. Nearly everyone has a cell phone, and every cell phone user has a text message.

According to McKee, a French consultancy, 25 percent of European cell phone companies have already passed 40 percent of the United States’ population. Even though it costs 20 Euro cents per minute to call a cell phone from any type of phone, people still use them. Text messages cost 1.5 Euro cents per minute.

Houton said, “I can do without any sort of technology, except the mobile phone. I need it. It’s our form of instant messaging.”

Spardahl Rose Martens added, “Europeans are all about showing off what they have — clothes, cars and cell phones. You can always get the newest phone with the best camera and graphics, but you can’t get around saying look at my Internet connection.”

All students, faculty, and staff are invited to attend the Eternal Knights Memorial Service — Honoring the memory of all Golden Knights who passed away during the 2003–2004 academic year.

Thursday, April 8, 2004
3:00 PM
Cape Florida Ballroom
Student Union

---

Woodward implicated himself

Mike Allen

Woodward discovered that he had just understood the reason for the pardon: “It was an act of statesmanship — an act that can only be done in an atmosphere of trust.”

Woodward also gave grudgingly

Woodward had discovered that he had just understood the reason for the pardon: “It was an act of statesmanship — an act that can only be done in an atmosphere of trust.”

Woodward’s flash of inspiration was followed by a two-week period of intense activity. During this period, Woodward was the target of a major decision. Woodward’s flash of inspiration was followed by a two-week period of intense activity. During this period, Woodward was the target of a major decision.

... touching your ears to the same side shoulder and finally turn and look over your shoulder, you continue with pain despite this, then you have had enough. It may be helpful. Warm heat can be a very soothing, hot pad, a hot pack or even a liniment (such as Bag O’Balm). The need help with the massage, but the whole body massage. This study was carried out in Germany.

The top of your computer screen should be at the same height as your eyes. Your legs should be horizontal while you’re sitting. This means your arms should make use of ergonomics.

If you try these strategies and the pain persists, contact one of our providers at Student Health Center or Dr. Anderson is a chiropractic and osteopathic physician with experience in the treatment of spinal disorders. Your neck variance has various supporting muscles and ligaments. Whateve...
Martin Wanielista, head of UCF’s Stormwater Management Academy, says the new Student Union addition’s ‘green roof’ will lower costs.

New roof should conserve energy.

Wanielista said that the project was originally proposed when the Academy first opened as a possible project, but it did not actually come about until after a series of conversations with Eric Livingston, the Department of Environmental Protection’s bureau chief for watershed management.

UCF was the perfect location for the green roof project because both the Stormwater Management Academy and the Florida Solar Energy Center, which will monitor the energy conserved, are here. That they want the green roof to be visible also played a role in the decision, says Livingston. The Academy was given a grant to cover the costs of installing the green roof itself, and the costs of the building addition will be covered by UCF’s capital improvement trust fund.

“Water is Florida,” Livingston said, which is why this is such an important study.

“The major reason for a green roof, from my perspective, is to control storm water,” Wanielista said.

The group must prove that the system is effective for this purpose, which they are fairly certain of, but they have to find out exactly how useful it will be before they can build it.

To accomplish this the roof will be divided into halves — one side will be a green roof, while the other will be made of standard roofing materials. Each half will be drained independently through pipes, which are routed so that they end up side by side on the exterior of the building. There will be valves on each of the pipes that can be opened, and this is the point at which the water will be monitored. Both samples will be compared in quality and quantity. Ideally, the side with the green roof will have less runoff and better-quality water.

From there, the pipe that contains the storm water from the green roof will be routed to a storage tank where an irrigation pump is located. The pump will push water back to the roof through a small pipe so that the water may be used for irrigation.

“Some of the people at the forefront of the design are Jennifer McCandless, McCandless, an UCF graduate with a master’s degree in electrical engineering, developed the control system that will be put into place on the roof to monitor the storm water. She’s the director of special projects at the Academy, and will also be involved in the monitoring of the stormwater quality. The building itself is already under way, and according to Peter Newman, the director of facilities planning, it will be finished in 18-24 months. However, the green roof will be one of the last things installed. Besides the green roof itself, the building will house administrative conference rooms and offices. The building will cost $1.9 million, however there is no estimate for the green roof itself.

Despite the uncertainty, Newman is still optimistic about the green roof. "We are very excited about the project... we think it’s going to have a lot of benefits."
Best rips three to push streak

Shortstop helps softball grab 11 straight

Matt Dunaway / Special

Over the weekend, the UCF softball team extended its
winning streak to 11 games with a pair of victories over Lipscomb
and Belmont.

"We now were facing a point where we are building
something," said Coach Renee Luss-Gillispie. "Our defense is getting better, our hits are unbelievable
right now." The Knights opened their
Miami series with a 9-4 win over a struggling Lipscomb squad, but the Bruins took the early
dominating the second inning of game one when designated player Bevly White singled to give
UCF the lead. Lipscomb took control of the game in the third
inning, allowing the Knights to score nine runs in the
inning. The final result was 9-5.

The Knights opened their
Miami series with a 9-4 win over a struggling Lipscomb squad, but the Bruins took the early
dominating the second inning of game one when designated player Bevly White singled to give
UCF the lead. Lipscomb took control of the game in the third
inning, allowing the Knights to score nine runs in the
inning. The final result was 9-5.

"I was surprised that I was able to score seven
strikeouts for us," said Meier. "But it was the best game of the season, and I was able to get the
career-high seven strikeouts for us." Over the weekend, the UCF softball team extended its
winning streak to 11 games with a pair of victories over Lipscomb
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Wildcats was his first home run since May 17, 2000 against Mer-
cen. He also at Jay Bergman Field.

They were throwing strikes, I was just trying to get
into a groove," Ray said.

UF would add two more
runs in the fourth inning and
three runs in the sixth inning to
put the Knights up 8-0. UCF
carried the Wildcats 8-0.

Jacksonville in A-Sun action
starting at 1 p.m. Saturday.
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Saturday and we'll pitch Pin
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Sherman attributes the team's
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"This is an outstanding
group of men," Sherman said.

They are up every day busting
those humps. We travel a lot
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Tennis: Furman battles UCF

The men's tennis team squared off against Furman on March 15 at UCF. The Knights won 7-0, maintaining their unbeaten record.

The match was held at the central UCF tennis courts, where the Knights consistently excel. Furman, on the other hand, struggled to compete with the UCF team's strong performance.

In the singles matches, UCF's top four players all secured victories, winning 6-0 scores. The bottom two singles matches were also won by the Knights, 6-2.

The doubles matches followed a similar pattern, with UCF winning all four matches, 6-2.

The win was significant for UCF, as it helped them maintain their perfect season and solidified their position as one of the top teams in the conference.

NASCAR joins SGA as SAKE sponsor

UCF Athletics, in partnership with SGA, has announced a new sponsorship deal with NASCAR. The deal will help fund various UCF athletic programs.

The sponsorship includes opportunities for UCF students to attend NASCAR events and participate in various activities related to the sport.

This partnership is a testament to the strong relationship between UCF Athletics and its student body. It also highlights the importance of student engagement and support in the university's athletic programs.

Monday, April 11 - Noon -
Women's Tennis vs. Furman - UCF Tennis Complex

Monday, April 11 - 1 p.m. -
UCF Tennis at Georgia Tech - Atlantic Sun -

Saturday, April 16 - Noon -
Women's Tennis vs. Florida Atlantic - Atlantic Sun

Sunday, April 17 - Noon -
Women's Tennis vs. ECU - Atlantic Sun

Sunday, April 17 - 1 p.m. -
UCF Men's Tennis vs. Appalachian State - Atlantic Sun

Sunday, April 17 - 6 p.m. -
UCF Men's Tennis vs. Georgia State - Atlantic Sun

Softball: UCF vs. Gardner-Webb

UCF softball took on Gardner-Webb in a doubleheader on Sunday, March 14. The Knights won the first game 8-7 and the second game 11-1.

The first game was a thrilling contest that went down to the wire. Gardner-Webb took an early lead, but UCF rallied to tie the game in the bottom of the seventh inning. The game remained tied until the bottom of the eleventh inning when UCF scored two runs to clinch the victory.

In the second game, UCF jumped out to an early lead and never looked back. The Knights scored five runs in the first inning and added three in the second, putting the game out of reach for Gardner-Webb.

The second game was a decisive win for UCF, which solidified their position as one of the top teams in the conference.

Tennis: UCF vs. Florida Atlantic

UCF men's tennis team faced off against Florida Atlantic on March 13. The Knights won 8-1, extending their winning streak to four games.

The match was held at the central UCF tennis courts, where the Knights have a strong record. Florida Atlantic, on the other hand, struggled to keep up with UCF's performance.

In the singles matches, UCF's top four players all secured victories, winning 6-0 scores. The bottom two singles matches were also won by the Knights, 6-2.

The doubles matches followed a similar pattern, with UCF winning all four matches, 6-2.

The win was significant for UCF, as it helped them maintain their perfect season and solidified their position as one of the top teams in the conference.
DANGER OF secrecy

SECRET HOUSING LAW ATTORNEY: White House lawyer has long been an

Horror of secrecy in government is the greatest threat to the United States. The story is this: What is that Bob Woodward, one half of the reporting duo that uncovered the Watergate scandal for the Washington Post, doing on a packed Town Hall tour Monday? He said when an administration official

secret weapon on terrorism. If Bush didn’t appear to be helping this war effort, right-wing critics would point out that he made serious mistakes
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Bipolar Disorder

Are you ...
- Moody?
- Irritable?
- Having difficulty concentrating?
- Depressed?
- Having racing thoughts?
- Feeling energized and then tired?

Schedule your no-cost evaluation today...
1-407-425-5100
1-877-926-5100

Dr. Linda Harper, with CNS Healthcare is offering evaluations in Orlando for participation in a medical research study for those experiencing the mood swings associated with bipolar disorder. Eligible participants 18 and older will receive a comprehensive psychiatric examination and medication at no cost. Health insurance is not necessary. Enrollment is limited.

Opportunity To Participate
In A Clinical Research Study To Evaluate An Investigational Vaccine.

18 to 45 years of age
Not taking certain medications
12 outpatient visits
over 32 weeks

Compensation up to $750.00 for time & travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
5055 S. Orange Avenue
Orlando - FL 32809
www.orcf.com

Unique restaurant looking for unique people.

Uniquely qualified? Then we know just the place for you.
California Pizza Kitchen is...

NOW HIRING
Servers • Line Cooks
Prep Cooks • Dishwashers

CPI Team Members get: flexible schedules, great pay, excellent training, immediate health benefits, and all the fun that comes with being part of a fast-growing, leadership company (with over 140 full-service restaurants nationwide).
If you think you might be our type and you want to join the team at one of our Orlando locations, apply in person:
Florida Mall
Next to Nordstrom
Phone: (407) 565-9777

The Mall at Millennia
Upper Level, Main Entrance
Phone: (407) 268-9292

CPI is an EOE. cpi.com

Bugs are everywhere. The Kids Talk Back. The Only AC is the I-Zee.

OK. When can I start?

If you get up to the challenge of a year-round outdoor adventure, being a Scout is the perfect job for you. Not only to provide weekend and weeknight fun for yourself and family, but to enjoy the friendship and fun offered by family and friends. You will have the privilege and satisfaction of living in the outdoors and doing the activities you love. You'll discover why we like to talk with you. Excellent salary and benefits plus paid training. Free room and board. Be a Scout. It's a great way to raise your kids.
**DialAmerica Marketing**, where opportunities and a fun environment are all part of the job.

- **Flexible schedules**
- **Guaranteed salaries**
- **Weekly training**

We have immediate openings and you get to choose a schedule that’s flexible for you. No experience is necessary, we’ll get you up and running with complete confidence. We offer great opportunities for moonlighters and students.

**100% on bonus!**
Call now and set your immediate interview @ E. Orlando 407-434-6400 or Winter Park 407-673-9700.

---

**WANTED:**

**Students To Take Online Surveys For Money**

Get Paid For Your Opinion
Work from Home | Be Your Own Boss

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate In Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a Computer & an Internet Subscription

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

---

**AutoTrader Magazines**

Now hiring for our new facility at Altaya and University

---

**Do you like...**

- A work location near UCF?
- A casual work environment?
- Flexible hours?
- Great pay?

Then Trader Publishing is for you!

Now hiring experienced sales agents to set photographer appointments

Earning Potential up to $20/hr. +

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 3451 Technological Ave., Ste 7, Orlando, FL 32817.
RE/MAX Town & Country Realty
Tech office: 4269 Southport Dr., Suite 101
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Office: 407-691-2006

ROOM FOR RENT

Female roomate needed to share
comfortable, furnished & cozy 1 bedroom
unit at Pegasus Landing. $480 incl., Cable.
Call Adam (407) 645-6714.

Roommate for 4 bedroom house, quiet neighborhood.

We Take Co-Signers!


$350/mnth.

DSL

HELP! Roommate needed for 2/2 in 4/4 in Pegasus Landing.

407-275-7626

May fit through July 31st

Roommate needed to share
furnished and includes utilities.

May fit through July 31st

Roommate needed to share
class., tennis courts, spacious bedrooms,

INCLUDES UTILS.

Two summer subleases

Looking for Summer Housing?

305-391-4306

WWW.JOANNREALTY.COM

www.thevillageatalfalayacu.com

Petersen

www.alafayacclub.com

The Village at Alafaya Club

3100 Alafaya Club Dr.

Orlando, FL 32817

407-482-9990

www.thevillageatalfalayacu.com

PROFESSIONALLY MANAGED BY AMERICAN COMMUNITY CAMPUSES
WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD?

9900 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32837

IN BEAUTIFUL SOUTH ORLANDO!

DON'T BE FOOLED BY OTHER PEOPLES PRICES SHOP TROPICAL FORD FIRST!

MENTION JEFF HOWELL WITH REAL RADIO FOR A FREE GIFT!

IT'S SPRING TIME SALES EVENT AT TROPICAL FORD!

CALL US AT (407) 851-3800 OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.TROPICALFORD.COM
ONE WEEK ONLY!

407-658-2443

3050 Alafaya Trail • Oviedo FL, 32765
2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

College ID Special

$399 Medium Pepperoni

Add-on Special $399 1.5 lbs of Wings OR Breadstix & 2 Liter

Deals good through 4/14/04.

---

Preparing you for a future in medicine

If you're interested in a future in medicine consider Barry University's Master of Science in Anatomy program. Whether you want to strengthen your application to medical or dental school or build a career in research or academia, Barry's anatomy program can help you succeed.

You gain a broad knowledge of anatomy, but you also gain valuable experience conducting original research in a medical school environment. And with full scholarships and a fully paid assistantship in your second year we make it even easier to reach your goal.

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE MEDICAL SCIENCES
11300 NE Second Avenue
Miami Shores, FL 33161-6695
305-899-3123, or 800-756-6000, ext. 3123
mweiner@mail.barry.edu
www.barry.edu/anatomy

Call 305-899-3123 today or visit us on the web at www.barry.edu/anatomy.

Get started on a career in medicine.

where you belong

There's no such thing as the perfect professor... but there IS the PERFECT STUDENT APARTMENT.

Call for pricing details!

Jefferson LOFIS
unique student apartments

Pop Quiz today!

CHECK OUT THE DETAILS!

Individual Leases
Cable with 8 HBO's, MTV & ESPN
Lagoon-Style Pool Plaza with Jacuzzi
Washer/Dryer in Every Apartment
Fully-Furnished Apartment Homes
Fitness Center with Free-weights
Covered Basketball Pavilion
Internet Access

Amenities, rents and incentives subject to change.

1805 Loftway Circle
Orlando, FL 32826
www.jeffersonlofts.com
Call for more information
321-754-2000
Need to sue the indie?

To:
the indie
3361 Rouse Road
Orlando, FL 32817

To whom it may concern:

In reference to a recent article in the indie, (writer/cartoonist) ____________ highly offended me when (he/she/it) said _____________. My client feels that your depiction of _____________ was indicative of your paper's ______________. We here at Dewey, Screwem and Howe suggest the following actions to prevent further legal action from our office:

- ____________
- ____________
- ____________

We hope our two parties can reach an amicable agreement quickly.

Thank you,
Dewey, Screwem and Howe

DEWEY, SCREWEM AND HOWE
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Now easier than ever!
PLEASE SEE WE'RE FORCED ON 12

Suburban Tragedy
Playing at noon today in front of the Student Union. Using their powers of rock to change the world in the meantime.

Super Spy Supply
Become a real-life James Bond with this local spy super store.

School prom
Enter the indie's prom contest. Your prize? We stalk you April 9 at the UCF prom. Please send a 50-word essay about why we should follow you and your date to indie@ucfnews.com.

SEE MUSIC, PG. 6
SEE MISCELLANEOUS, PG. B
The indie responds to recent litigation threats

SEAN HUNTING & MICHAEL BUCKNAU

The following story is composed almost entirely of lies and half-truths. It is bad enough when we should even have to print a disclaimer like the one above. We never claimed this to be a reputable news source. The lies and distortions speak volumes about the credibility of the supposed "indies," the only indicator of that. So what happened to us that we couldn't even beat the 16-year-old kids taking the test so seriously? In recent weeks we've received two letters from different lawyers concerning two different lawsuits. One of them is definitely from a feeble-minded rambling leper-sounding US, but it seems altogether hallucinogenic. Unfounded, our solicitors tell us, but we're so confused, we're not going to argue the point.

Two writers take to the streets to track down good deals

BRIAN ALEXANDER & DUFFY HENDRICKS

Most colleges have a central location, so it's natural that we would be considering the campus. However, until the mid-1990s, the University of Central Florida was cursed with being at the edge of nowhere. No one had any idea where it was, let alone who it was. The campus is so secluded that no one has a clue where it is. It's a small world after all. And for all of the people who are so far away from the campus, you can feel the same way about going there.

Can you imagine going to a dealer and saying, "I've been looking for a new car, and I've decided to come clean first."

"We're forced to unveil our evil plan"

Central Florida Future

407-474-4555

5300 Boone Road, Suite 115, Orlando, FL 32811

During the tenure of the Florida and the national coaches, the University of Central Florida, Orlando's most successful college, had no inkling that good old USF and its tobacco plants were going to be admitted to the NCAA. It was a blow to the program, but not insurmountable. And as for USF, let's just say that we've got a bridge to build. They see us, no seriously, the deal was in the bag.

The truth of the matter is that the UIndy is just out to have fun. Our aspirations and goals are not necessarily conducive to any other university in the world. We're going to stand and fight, and you can bet that the only way we're going to win is if you tell us to. If you think otherwise, then we don't know what's going to happen. We're going to do what we need to do to win, and we'll do it.

The fact is that we've been working on this for a long time. We've been planning for this. We've been working on this for years. And we're not going to stop until we win. We're going to stand and fight, and we're going to win.

Why don't we all just come clean first, and then we can discuss what's going to happen. We're going to stand and fight, and we're going to win.

That's why we're forced to unveil our evil plan.

Day if you try hard enough. For example, the daily comic strip "Janet" offers a great example of how to do this. If you can find one in good condition, you can sell it for a good price. Just be sure to pay attention to the condition. And don't forget to check out the price. We've got all the information you need to make the right decision.

We're going to stand and fight. We're going to stand and fight, and we're going to win.

It's not enough to just say that we're going to win. We've got to show you that we're going to win. We've got to show you that we're going to win.

And we're going to win. We're going to stand and fight, and we're going to win.
New play examineys plight of death row

The Exonerated: When truth, justice and the American way fails

What’s fired in Florida, toasted in Texas and grilled by playwrights Jessica Blank and Erin Norris across the United States? The answer: convicted murderers. Traveling across America to every state where the death penalty is legal, these two playwrights interviewed 40 death row inmates and subsequently wrote a play about it. The interviews came from different ethnic, social, economic and religious backgrounds. They would never be linked in any way except for one thing: each person was convicted of murdering, sentenced to death and spent anywhere from two to 22 years in prison before their convictions were overturned and they were released. Theverbatim interviews of these individuals and their original court documents encompass much of the play, The Exonerated.

The death penalty has always been a highly controversial and emotional topic, and traditionally draws fire from both proponents and critics of capital punishment. The reviews for The Exonerated have been mixed, with The New York Times referring to it as "a deeply affecting piece. Dreams with elegant simplicity, emotional immediacy and social relevance." The Wall Street Journal added, "the play is thoroughly involving and original, and it is likely to astound and move the audience." The Indiewire review, however, slammed the brilliance of this play, but it isn’t slowing until this issue goes down the tubes, and our psychic reviewer is on vacation this week. Quotidienne reviews, from these journalistic institutions will have to do. The Exonerated will be playing at Spring Fiesta in the Park, April 1 and 2, 10:45 a.m. to 9 p.m., free admission.

The Bob Carr from March 30 through April 4. Tickets range from $18 to $49. The play is rated for all ages, but it’s not aimed at young children. Translation: Don’t bring your 4-year-old cousin. He’ll either be frightened or desperately bored.

Israel Culture Week - Israeli Shabbat
April 2, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free admission, Loew-Crown B, 407-365-3377
UFC Percussion Ensemble Spring Concert
April 2, 10 p.m., free, Richband Hall 407-429-3777
CAB Presents: Wine tasting
April 3, 7 p.m., free to students, Must sign up in advance at SU-North 407-429-3777
Founder’s Day Hanson Concert
April 3, 7:30 to 11:45 a.m., free, Student Union, Pegase Ballroom 407-429-3777
CAB Presents: Coffee and tea tasting
April 7, 7 p.m., free to UFC students, Network Coffee, 1207 College Gate Ave. 407-825-5059
Mitch Hedberg
April 7, 9 p.m., $10, free to UF students, UF Arena 407-825-5059

Grand Buffet
Will produce underground hip-hop acts stepping on meaningful things like politics, relationships and social issues, the genre runs the risk of being consumed by its own inferior agenda and bland world views. That’s where Black Buffalo comes along, a dose of hip-hop alienation whose political views are noble and clear, and rival those of mainstream rappers. The aim of performing in Orlando is to bring about unity for the Orlando music scene. We, as an audience, will have the man that the music is produced for us. The music will turn the music that is made in Orlando, not for us, but for us. The music will be performed and enjoyed for all, and we will have fun, making the music together, enjoying the music, and enjoying the people. The music will be performed and enjoyed for all, and we will have fun, making the music together, enjoying the music, and enjoying the people.

Ellie Goulding
April 7, 8 p.m., $15 to $35, TD Waterhouse Centre 407-429-3777

Stooges, Fantastico, Telephone, The Black & Purple, The Fuzz (rock)
April 3, 8 p.m., $20, Live Orlando 407-823-6471

live Orlando

Art
Marla E. Smith (artist reception)
April 5, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free, 1850 S. Orange St. 407-999-2570
Mark Goldhawk (artist reception)
April 6, 4 p.m. to 9 p.m., free, Orlando Museum of Art 407-896-4237

UPCOMING
Renewal (artist reception)
April 6, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free, M3 301 S. Orange Ave 407-896-4237
Woody Pines (rock)
April 7, 7 p.m., free, The Vellum 407-789-7272

Winter Park Culture and Heritage Day
April 15, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., free, Central Park North Park Avenue and West Main Boulevard Winter Park

Orlando to Van Gogh (artist reception)
April 15, 6 p.m. to 9 p.m., free, 1650 Virginia Drive 407-498-8343

CAB Presents: Irish Celebration
April 3, 7 p.m., $29.25 to $34, House of Blues Downtown Disney West Side 407-939-2483
Nature Kids, Whole Wheat Bread, Sunglasses and Sunshine, Direct Feel (rock)
April 3, 4:30 p.m., $50, The Social 540 S. Orange Ave. 407-823-6471
Nature Kids, Grand Buffet, Bleubird, One Drop, Sphynx (hip-hop/jazz)
April 3, 9:30 p.m., $30, The Social 540 S. Orange Ave. 407-246-349

Stooges, Fantastico, Telephone, The Black & Purple, The Fuzz (rock)
April 5, 7 p.m., $25, Live Orlando 407-823-6471

Shinobi
April 1, 7 p.m., $12 to $27,50, UF Student Union, UCF Theater 407-362-3317

Upcoming Happenings for the Week of April 1-7
**In review**

The only killer in this caper is the poor writing

No ladies killed here, except of course Marion Wayans

The LadiesMllls (B) Comedy, 1:55 **BRET RYAN BONOWICZ**

A retelling of the 1936 British comedy of the same name, The LadiesMllls is a movie in the genre of comedy caper. This time around, Tom Hanks, Marion Wayans and a few more people will want to steal a lot of money, and they feel the best way to do this is to rent a room from an old southern woman and tunnel into the vault of a casino. The plot seems to be a device for the Coen Brothers to have some fun with their always-bizarre dialogue and penchant for building characters based on repetition of the same phrasings.

As the town's new sheriff, it's his job to clean the place up. The movie boasts a running time of a museum and its Gang attending the grand opening turns out, this new villain has been turned into a comic book hero and never followed up. His name,一定要 write.

Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed starts off with The Gang stumbling at the opening of a museum exhibit, showing off the remains of all the bad guys who usually masquerade in their undead state during the premier. During the premiere, Mystery Inc. is embroiled when another weirdo dressing up in a weird mask and rocks some of the costume sets is helped by a period costume that not only appears to have come from the 1800s but also has an actual porcelain ghost. As it turns out, this new villain has found a way to make not ghosts from the costume, and Scooby and friends have to fight, threatening monumental changes, not just a creepy old man in a gown.

As a young adult, you either love the sweet memory of watching Scooby-Doo on your Har-Me-pa-games with a big bowl of Crunch on a Saturday morning or you never cared. So now that we've broken the spell of the weird art, let's get down to business. The word is that Scooby-Doo 2 is infinitely bad imitation knockoff of the original movie.

The Rock is back, and this time he means business. Luther burglar, that is. A seasoned returning to his hometown, Chris Vaughn (The Rock) discovers that his long-time high-school crush, Jay Hamilton (Jennifer Lopez) has considerably relaxed the rules. It's now literally a free-for-all where drugs, crime and other bad things can occur quite frequently. As the luther returns, he finds that the luther has planed the place up. The movie boast a running time of just 95 minutes, which is perhaps a good thing. However, it's hard to imagine the movie lasting when you find out that it's only 87 minutes.

Gentle readers, would CinemaScope be covered in the same way, a school boy looks into the heart and realizes there is no way to say any thing in the cinema. Even though the column is printed in college newspapers, the paper is not facsimile in cinema in the same way that tasty bread is covered in the same way.

Cinescape, CinemaScope. CinemaScope. You're not close to the filming. What would you look for if you were trying to construct all these questions? There are no easy answers, all you need are these Cinema racks idea sound? Should I pitch it around? Please mail me your thoughts.

So now that we've broken the spell of the weird art, let's get down to business. The word is that Scooby-Doo 2 is infinitely bad imitation knockoff of the original movie. Monsters Unleashed is designed as a comedy for all ages. Where the writing truly shines in the jokes it gives its old audience. In the first movie, one of the big issues addressed was each character with the finest performance in action. The only person who was playing a real character within the film—strong character over cartoon—was in Irma F. Hall. Playing the role of the sexy, and never followed up on. His name,一定要 write.
Last weekend's top box office hits...

1. Scooby-Doo 2: Monsters Unleashed
   - $29.4 million
2. The Hulk
   - $13.2 million
3. The Passion of the Christ
   - $10.6 million
4. Evan of the Dead
   - $9.3 million

Now available on DVD

House of Sand and Fog

Ripley's Game

UNLEASHED

DVD review

Muddled French film is a disaster

Demonlover not as powerful as its title

If the term “art film” receives a negative connotation by some, it's by reason of trash like Demonlover. A film that makes even David Lynch's worst work seem accessible by comparison. Demonlover is a film that has little worth adding. Perhaps some of the gloriously banal lyrics on repeated viewings, but the plot and character development in this movie is as turgid as the sadomasochistic Web site so integral in the film's story.

The worst part is that Demonlover is not simply a bad movie. It's that amount of crassly marketed material in the cast and crew that makes the term “trash” an understatement. The cast of Connie Nielsen, Clovis Jenessy and Gérard Depardieu is a regular a film whose production designer Olivier Assayas is one of France's most recognized contemporary film makers. To top it off, rock legends Simon and Garfunkel lend their voices to the film. Where this could possibly go wrong...

Like Assayas's other films, such as the excellent L'Heure d'été, August, Early September, Demonlover's cinema is static, giving each image a sterile, punchless look — think the confines of Wes Anderson. While this works to a modicum of success in the piece, Demonlover is a disaster. This may be why the best part of Demonlover occurs before the "action" begins.

The films first act is fresh and thought provoking, if a bit unmotivated and veering a bit too far from the film's project. Unfortunately, the same can't be said for the sequel, and the graphics are less compelling. A second viewing of the last human/dog relationships are more compelling. Otherwise the film is just as terrible as the first. The movie even seems to be the subject of a TV show. Without the bracing catharses of the film's original, the experience is often a frustrating one.

The late Mary Shelley's Frankenstein novel is often compared to the original film, and while there are similarities, Demonlover is not as powerful as its title.
New spins

**Weezer • The Blue Album Deluxe Edition**

*Genre:* Rock

*Release date:* April 17

**RICKY SURILLO**

Where are all the disheved Weezer fans? They are probably spending $25 on the reissue of *The Blue Album*. For the rest of you, put the money back in your wallet and stop away from the *W* section. It has been 10 years since its original release. Can you believe it? The Blue Album, released May 1994, gave the public its first dose of Weezer with its like "Undone" (The Swimmer Song), "Buddy Holly," "No One Like You" and "Say It Ain't So." Everyone fell in love with the rock ‘n roll with its clean vocals and catchy songs. The songs are well remembered in the *Blue Album*.

The Blue Album Deluxe Edition contains two discs. The first one is the same as the first disc of the original, except all are digitally remastered. Disc two is a collection of 14 bonus cuts and other rarities. This is not for the *In4mation* fan of Weezer’s beginning. The Deluxe Edition also contains a 24-page booklet with a rare interview, a Weezer soundtrack and a photo album. The Deluxe Edition is well worth the money because of Weezer’s musical talent.

Choice: The Deluxe Edition is a great buy. It is well worth the $25. The Deluxe Edition is a must have for all Weezer fans. It is also a must have for anyone who likes rock and roll music.
Scene report

Scene slang not uber cool

In fact, most indie scene words are simply ridiculous

ROBYN SURILLO

By now, most of you have seen the infamous "scene sucks" sticker. If not, then let's get that out of the way by providing the link: http://www.ninis-one.com/video/sescnucks.mov. After all, that's what half of this article is based on. The other half is all from first-hand experiences.

It's no mystery that slang words are thrown around like any form of slang out there. And of course, slang today is just a jive talk of the '70s, and goes back further than that. So what is stopping, no matter what the actual words used might be different for different indie music scenes, but when it comes to Orlando, you get into tricky subjects. While most believe that Orlando's doesn't have a scene, the fact is that the Orlando indie scene but takes bits and pieces from other scenes and makes it their own. So most time you are at a local show and you hear any of the aforementioned words, it will be OK to laugh. They are laughing on the inside, or maybe that's dying on the inside.}

It's not even that hard to use all the words in one breath. One could say "wooh, dude. That band is so sex, they bring the mood. I heart them so much, I want to look them after the show. See how easy that is? Did any of it make any sense though? To the ones that are familiar with what the actual words represent, then yes. It's just like any form of slang out here. And of course, slang today is just a modern form of jive talk of the '70s, and even goes back further than that.

Now, of course people have a right to say what they want, and no one is telling them that they shouldn't say those words. But you can't deny that it is funny and pretty ridiculous. Be careful if you make fun of the kids that say this though, as they might just be one of these dangerous elitist scene kids that you hear so much about. The actual words used might be different for different indie music scenes, but when it comes to Orlando, you get into tricky subjects. While most believe that Orlando's doesn't have a scene, the fact is that the Orlando indie scene just takes bits and pieces from other scenes and makes it their own.

So most time you are at a local show and you hear any of the aforementioned words, it will be OK to laugh. They are laughing on the inside, or maybe that's dying on the inside.

Contrary to popular belief, on the seventh day God procrastinated.

B.N.P.

Attention Drummers* "Scottish Drumming" The Black Thistle Pipe Band is looking for experienced DRUMMERS in the Central Florida area to compete in Regional, Regional Games and perform locally. If you have prior Scottish Drumming experience, or you are a Presbyterian who plays pipe and want to learn, Black Thistle is YOUR band. Black Thistle is located at the Sanford Civic Center. For more information, contact us at www.blackthistle.org The debut album featuring Bynonite Alive and Black Jettas is due out Summer 2004.询问。
**DANIELA DEL Ré**

**Not just sex: Take a dance on the wild side**

Last night, I rode the city bus. I was on my way to join in on an adventure. To celebrate my 22nd birthday, I decided to head downtown for a night of clubbing and dancing and take UCF on their Safe Ride Program. Special thanks to Nick for that one. We brazen the public transportation and rode the ultimate ride down to Bar Orlando.

Aside from the craziness on the bus, it wasn't as bad as I had imagined. In fact, there were extremely tight, lips-locked couples giving each other the eye on the bus television. There were even relationships I was in heaven. Until I read them.

"Remember to keep a conversation line open for a lasting relationship..." see aisle door nights. "Don't go to bed angry..." Can we say "Deal"? This is all I should have known and hopefully you know too. I will never, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, every single time I read them.

**RICK ROTHWELL**

**Spree Supply has everything for your protection and practical joke needs**

There’s no doubt that James Bond is cool. With the accent, the moves, the odd name and most of all, dresses like the epitome of the super British spy. He would bend over with ultra-speed and ultra-lightness, often-collaborated and occasionally exploding toys! A fun fact with a license to kill and no means to carry out an assassination is really a sad thing.

However, if M16 was based in Orlando, then Bond shop Spree Supply would be located in Altamonte Springs right off of State Road 436. With the Mirrored-Dance-Floor stage and cameras lining the walls, this assassination has everything you want, and a few things you don’t, to ensure your enemies are completely out of your hair. There are personal alarms for someone fearing a stalking, guns for those who prefer to take the offensive, and hundreds of other varying sizes and sounds just waiting for someone to know exactly what they’re looking for.

**DANIELA DEL Ré**

**Goichi, with my little eye**

**Spree Supply has everything for your protection and practical joke needs**

"I thought that was pretty good."

And you thought
dance on the bar and start strip-
the mirrored-dance-floor stage.

"We're just dancing our heart
matter what you wear or don't
matter white noise for your
room than anything on

"The best thing about Mako’s is
bar. And the back bar. And

"The only thing I would

"Overall, it seems that

"But what would Bond be like a home away from home."

"Usually, I read them.

"If there’s one UPs

"Bleed such andawah with
clothes and awkward
dance.

**MICHAE L LAWRE NCE**

**Game Over rife with chicanery and awkward dance**

If there’s one UPs doesn’t know how to do, it’s make love. "That’s just awkward." Would you expect any different
clothes and awkward
dance.

"Bleed such andawah with
clothes and awkward
dance.

"Bleed such andawah with
clothes and awkward
dance.

Young Rachel Dratch, Artie Lang
and Patrick Warburton (who

"The plots also are as
twist of the week."

"Remember to keep a conversation line open for a lasting relationship..." see aisle door nights. "Don’t go to bed angry..." Can we say "Deal"? This is all I should have known and hopefully you know too. I will never, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, every single time I read them.

**CHRISTOPHER SCHWAB**

**Game Over rife with chicanery and awkward dance**

"I thought that was pretty good."

And you thought
dance on the bar and start strip-
the mirrored-dance-floor stage.

"We're just dancing our heart
matter what you wear or don't
matter white noise for your
room than anything on

"The best thing about Mako’s is
bar. And the back bar. And

"The only thing I would

"Overall, it seems that

"But what would Bond be like a home away from home."

"Usually, I read them.

"If there’s one UPs doesn’t know how to do, it’s make love. "That’s just awkward." Would you expect any different
clothes and awkward
dance.

"Bleed such andawah with
clothes and awkward
dance.

Young Rachel Dratch, Artie Lang
and Patrick Warburton (who

"The plots also are as
twist of the week."

"Remember to keep a conversation line open for a lasting relationship..." see aisle door nights. "Don’t go to bed angry..." Can we say "Deal"? This is all I should have known and hopefully you know too. I will never, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, every single time I read them.

"I thought that was pretty good."

And you thought
dance on the bar and start strip-
the mirrored-dance-floor stage.

"We're just dancing our heart
matter what you wear or don't
matter white noise for your
room than anything on

"The best thing about Mako’s is
bar. And the back bar. And

"The only thing I would

"Overall, it seems that

"But what would Bond be like a home away from home."

"Usually, I read them.

"If there’s one UPs doesn’t know how to do, it’s make love. "That’s just awkward." Would you expect any different
clothes and awkward
dance.

"Bleed such andawah with
clothes and awkward
dance.

Young Rachel Dratch, Artie Lang
and Patrick Warburton (who

"The plots also are as
twist of the week."

"Remember to keep a conversation line open for a lasting relationship..." see aisle door nights. "Don’t go to bed angry..." Can we say "Deal"? This is all I should have known and hopefully you know too. I will never, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, ever, every single time I read them.
WEB LESS TRAVELED
Beware - satire, parody and bad puns ahead

MURRAY DAVIES

The tank filled up a little too much and I had to give the hem as fast as I could. I'm not big on gas, and a bit of gas splattered on the guy's arm. He jumped at me and flipped me over. The cigarette fell onto his arm, as well.

I screamed instant flames. He got my shirt burning, sawing his arm and screaming. All I could think of was: "I'm too embarrassed to laugh, I'm too embarrassed to laugh!

No more than a minute later a cotton came unraveling through the slot.

"Ah," I hear your screaming in your back here! I just wanted 30 seconds of your life!

Universal Knights

Student Government Association Presents:

Islands of Adventure® open FREE & Exclusively to UCF Students!*

Friday, April 2nd 7pm-1am

Stay and play at Universal CityWalk® with FREE Admission 12am-2am

to participating CityWalk venues for guests with a valid UCF Student ID. 21 & up ONLY.

TICKET DISTRIBUTION, LAST 3 DAYS!
March 29 Brevard Campus (Bldg. 3 1st floor) 3pm-6pm
March 30 Daytona Campus (Bldg. 150 1st floor) 3pm-6pm
March 31 Main Campus (Student Union patio) 10am-2pm

First come first serve. Only 12,000 tickets available.
One ticket per person per valid UCF ID.*
For more info visit www.sga.ucf.edu

* Thereafter, admission cost is $19.95 per person for currently enrolled UCF students only. No guests are permitted. Subject to event capacity. Event rain or shine.

TICKET DISTRIBUTION, LAST 3 DAYS!
March 29 Brevard Campus (Bldg. 3 1st floor) 3pm-6pm
March 30 Daytona Campus (Bldg. 150 1st floor) 3pm-6pm
March 31 Main Campus (Student Union patio) 10am-2pm

First come first serve. Only 12,000 tickets available.
One ticket per person per valid UCF ID.*
For more info visit www.sga.ucf.edu

* Thereafter, admission cost is $19.95 per person for currently enrolled UCF students only. No guests are permitted. Subject to event capacity. Event rain or shine.